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Synopsis
There is emerging evidence that demonstrate spatial and temporal characteristics of the positive BOLD responses, however, the accompanying negative BOLD responses
(NBR) are still under investigation. This is surprising since studies investigating NBR started as early as the introduction of the BOLD-fMRI. While there are limited number
of studies that have utilized NBR in the normal aging and Alzheimer’s disease, we feel the NBR has not been used to its full capacity in the eld. Recently, within the past
two years, the number of publications on NBR has increased, making the timing of this research appropriate.

Introduction
The signi cance of task-evoked negative BOLD response (NBR), often referred to as deactivation, in the Default mode network (DMN) regions is the research focus in
many recent studies of both healthy and clinical populations.1-6 The most commonly used method for extracting task-evoked BOLD responses from the fMRI data, general
linear modeling (GLM)7, is based on an underlaying assumption that the brain’s hemodynamic mechanism is a linear-time-invariant system. While numerous exiting
studies report the linearity of the positive BOLD response (PBR)8-10, studies investigating the linearity of the NBR are rare. Here, we aim to show whether the magnitude of
the task-evoked NBR extracted from the DMN regions changes linearly with the increase and/or decrease in duration of the stimulus. Without this validation, interpreting
study results employing GLM to extract NBR would be challenging if not impossible.

Methods
Forty-two healthy and right-handed subjects were scanned using an event-related fMRI paradigm with a circular checkerboard alternating at 6 Hz with 100% contrast.
Long Inter-stimulus intervals (sampled uniformly between 18 ~ 26 seconds) were chosen to be able to simply average the fMRI time-series aligned at the onset for each
duration and generate a mean time-series of the selected voxels from each region. Event durations were selected randomly from a xed set {0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4} seconds; but
counter-balanced to include exactly ve events with each duration adding up to 25 events in total. To ascertain the participant’s engagement in the task, they were asked
to press a button twice with their right index gure as soon as each visual stimulus terminated. Figure 1 shows the time-course of the events in this fMRI experiment.
All participant’s structural T1-weighted MRI scans were reconstructed using Freesurfer11,12 to get binary masks of the DMN regions and primary visual cortex (PVC); 1) PCC:
posterior cingulate, Isthmus cingulate, and precuneus, 2) AG: inferior parietal, and 3) MOF: medial-orbito-frontal, and rostral anterior cingulate, and 4) PVC: lateral
occipital.Functional images were preprocessed by FSL5 and inhouse developed techniques. Brie y, a) slice timing correction using an in-house developed method13,14, b)
spatial realignment using mc lrt, c) temporal low-pass (<0.2 Hz) and high-pass (>0.01) ltering, d) spatial smoothing with 5mm Gaussian kernel, e) scrubbing for framewise
displacement > 1 mm.15
To delineate responsive voxels within each region, we compared the mean amplitude of the fMRI signal prior to the stimulus onset (5 seconds prior) to its amplitude after
stimulus onset (10 second after) using Student t-test (t < -4, p>0.001). Once the negatively responsive voxels were determined in each node of the DMN, the 30-secondlong segments of fMRI timeseries (from 5 second prior to 25 second after stimuli onset) were extracted for each event and averaged separately for each stimuli duration
(0.5, 1, 2, 3, and 4 second). The mean subject-wise time-course were reported as the nal response for each stimuli duration along with the 95% con dence interval. Area
under the curve (AUC) is calculated for each duration by taking the integral of the signal from 0 to 10 seconds.

Results
Figure 2 shows the typical spatial patterns of NBR and PBR in the DMN regions and PVC. As shown, the responsive voxels can be detected in both positive and negative
BOLD regions as expected. Results of linearity analysis are shown in Figure 3, consisting of graphs of averaged temporal dynamic of MR signal for each stimulus duration
separately. The shaded area represents the 95% con dence interval. This gure shows that all DMN regions are exhibiting linear behavior in their BOLD response
magnitude in almost the same way as it was expected in the visual cortex. Similarly, the PBR in the PVC exhibited a signi cant linearity between the magnitude of the PBR
and duration of the stimuli (β=1.567, p<10-18). Furthermore, NBR also demonstrated a signi cant linear relationship with regards to stimulus duration for all regions of
the DMN (PCC: β=-0.769, p<10-14; AG: β=-0.649, p<10-9; MOF: β=-0.563 p<10-7).

Discussion
As it seen in Figure 1, none of the DMN regions shows a signi cant increase in the magnitude of the NBR for one second stimuli in comparison to the half a second stimuli.
This is an intriguing nding since the PBR shows strong linearity between the same stimulus durations. This nding highlights the possibility that neural and/or vascular
mechanisms underlying NBR might be di erent for short (<1 second) versus longer (>1 second) duration stimuli. However, this nding should be taken with a grain of
caution, due to the extremely small magnitude of the NBR signal in the shorter ranges of the stimulus duration. Future investigation is required focusing on stimulus
durations shorter than one second with a higher signal to noise ration to be able to provide more convincing evidence for the lack of linearity in stimulus for durations
shorter than one second.

Conclusion
Our results support the hypothesis that the linearity holds for the task-evoked negative BOLD response in the DMN regions at least for stimulus durations lasting longer
than 1 second. Since most of the cognitive tasks employed in clinical and research fMRI experiments take longer than one second, we feel con dent reporting that the use
of GLM for extracting task-evoked NBR in such studies is valid.
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Figures

Figure 1, fMRI task paradigm timings for the pseudorandom event-related design. This event-related fMRI task paradigm is designed to have su ciently distant visual
stimulations. The blue line represents an ordinary visual stimulus and the green markers are demonstrating the instance of the motor response to the visual stimuli was
detected.

Figure 2, Spatial pattern of the responsive voxels for positive and negative BOLD response in the DMN and primary visual cortex overlaid on three orthogonal and most
informative slices.
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Figure 3. The mean fMRI timeseries from 5 seconds prior and 25 post stimuli period plotted separately for each stimuli duration (0.5 second stimuli in blue, 1 second
stimuli in orange, 2 seconds stimuli in green, 3 seconds stimuli in red and 4 seconds stimuli in purple). As expected, the visual cortex shows a perfectly linear response in
respect to the length of the stimulus. Similar linearity patterns are shown within DMN regions except with 0.5 and 1 second stimuli.
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